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The change from one season to another 
always brings with it variables that need to 
be adapted to or dealt with. Disease is one 
of them and at the moment, particularly in 
the summer rainfall areas, conditions that 
are particularly conducive to promoting 
and spreading disease are rife. 

Extremely low humidity, rising 
temperatures and wind all contribute 
to a rather extreme climate which is a 
challenge to handle.

With this in mind, this issue of the Spawn 
Run is a disease orientated one aimed 
at revisiting what we know and possibly 
bringing about some new insights on how 
to tackle potential problems, at least until 
those first rains come.

Hopefully, these rains will bring 
with them too, some inspiration and 
motivation as we home in on the end of 
yet another year.

Please note our main article investigating 
green mould first featured in the 
TResearch which is published by Teagasc.

Teagasc is a semi-state authority in the 
Republic of Ireland responsible for 
research and development, training and 
advisory services in the agri-food sector.

Nathan Jones
nathan@highveldmushrooms.co.za

LAYOUT & DESIGN
Matthew Heinrich
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Letters, news items, articles and photos can be 
sent to:
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views or statements expressed by contributors in 
this journal.
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SAMFA Chairperson’s Report 
1 December 2017 – 30 November 2018

By Ross Richardson - Chairperson

This report therefore covers SAMFA’s last financial year, being from 1 Decem-
ber 2017 to 30 November 2018. The previous financial year was reported at the 
SAMFA AGM held on the 19 October 2018.

1. PR Initiative

Most of the income generated from the spawn levies is invested in 
PR through Riana Greenblo Communications (RGCOMM). Over 
the years the committee has found that the generic nature of our 
product suits the Public Relations vehicle. 

This allows us to leverage up our marketing spend to obtain a great-
er than 1:3 return on investment (ROI). RGCOMM posted a ROI 
of 1:5 over this reporting period, which is slightly down from 1:6 
in 2017. If the non-generic media (spend on social media and web-
site) is removed from the budget, then the ROI increases to 1:6 also 
slightly down from 1:7 in 2017. 

The slight dip in ROI was due to a greater investment in social media 
campaigns, most notably the “Make Every Day Gourmet with the Magic 
of Mushrooms”. However, we believe that the gourmet message adds 
an extra ‘flavour’ to the existing key messages of health, versatility 
and “blendability” and further extends the already broad appeal of 
mushrooms to the home chef, foodie and home entertainer.

Listed below is some of the work done by RGCOMM:

1. Repackaging of existing photography and content continued to 
generate an impressive ROI of 1:39. 

2. The 2018 Power of Pink campaign between 1 and 31 October 
had a record-breaking success with fundraising efforts resulting 
in R606 850 – the highest amount ever raised for Reach for Re-
covery’s Ditto Project.

3. For the first time, all advertorials carried SAMFA branding as 
a tagline: “A South African Mushroom Farmers’ Initiative” plus the 
social media handles and website address appear prominently to 
drive traffic to all of SAMFA’s digital platforms.

4. A successful campaign was run on DStv’s Kyknet channel dur-
ing their morning breakfast show called Die Groot Ontbyt. 
Mushroom health information and delicious recipes were the 
focus of the inserts that ran over 2 months and 8 inserts. Aimed 
at Upper LSM Afrikaans speakers, the mushroom message 
reached just over 1 million people with an ROI of 1:13,60 and a 
cost of R0,07 per person reached. 

5. The Dude Food campaign, which was converted into a media 
campaign only, showed an excellent ROI of 1:11,6.

6. A new key mushroom message was introduced with the “Make 
Every Day Gourmet with the Magic of Mushrooms” social media cam-
paign that ran during August. The gourmet angle to the mush-
room proved to be novel and widely accepted by consumers in 
addition to “blendability”, versatility and health. 

7. The Gourmet trend was further developed with a campaign 
that paired mushrooms with South African craft gins. The 
great media and consumer response to the mushroom and gin 

concept was hugely encouraging and paved the way for similar 
concepts to keep mushrooms in the scope of the trendy “Mil-
lennial” audience.

The event was attended by media representing many publications 
and a large amount of coverage was generated. 

The level of service delivered by Riana, Mia and her team is of an 
exceptional level. All events are always professionally arranged and 
I believe that we get the desired results, being, most importantly, 
wonderful professional coverage.

An additional amount was spent on an ad-hoc marketing spend 
through Greenhouse. A social media campaign was developed with 
the payoff line “Make every day Gourmet with the Magic of Mush-
rooms”. The campaign had a reach of approximately 700 000 people 
and was mainly featured on the Food24 website.

2. Industry Statistics

We have been recording key industry statistics for over 18 years. 
This gives us a snapshot of how the industry is faring based on the 
changing economic environments. 

Unfortunately,with the withdrawal of Denny Mushrooms and some 
of the smaller farmers the industry statistics are no longer repre-
sentative of the industry, but of SAMFA members only.

The following key information is available for 2017 vs. 2018:

 y Production reached 11 200 000 tons

 y Kilogram sales were 9 241 000 tons

 y Rands Fresh Sales were R 522 495 000

 y The effect of the non SAMFA Farmers withdrawing from the 
statistics yielded the following losses / gains:

 y Production -46%

 y Sales Kg - 48%

 y Sales Processed Kg – 58%

 y Sales Fresh Rands – 43%

 y Rand Per kilo + 11.82%

In the next year we will be able to again compare the growth / de-
cline of the market supplied by the SAMFA farmers.

3. The Spawn Run

Nathan Jones has been our resident Editor on the Spawn Run and is 
assisted by Dr Martmari van Greuning. The publication documents 
the issues in the industry, current research and marketing initiatives 
taken on by SAMFA. 

The Spawn Run still is enjoying a profitable position thanks to the 
support of the advertisers. The Spawn Run generated approximate-
ly R25 000 last year. This income contributes to the basic running 
costs of the organisation.

The communication vehicle is still an important part of an associa-
tion in that it documents and communicates to members the activ-
ities of the association and trends or issues that the industry faces. 
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4. Research and the University of Pretoria

The University of Pretoria continues with its research. 

 y A complete cycle of Health checks was completed on all SAMFA 
member mushroom farms for FREE. These are relatively ex-
pensive, but very informative processes making use of our in-
vestment in research. A further cycle is envisaged for the next 
financial year.

 y Research into the characterisation of healthy mushroom pro-
duction microbiome.

 y Maintenance of the 1st of the World International Mushroom 
Pathogen Collections continues.

5. Conference in 2018

A one-day conference was held on the 9th October 2019 at the Pre-
mier Hotel close to OR Tambo airport in Johannesburg. The con-
ference was widely attended by approximately 40 delegates. A small 
profit of R 43 500 was generated. Lower registration fees and less 
sponsorship from farms was decided upon to make the event more 
affordable and also less profitable.

Guest speakers included Wim van Vugt on modern approach to 
mushroom growing facilities, Nathan Jones on how to interpret 
compost results, report-back from the University and Riana Green-
blo Communications, and an economic update sponsored by Ned-
bank made up the balance of the conference.

The social in the evening ran on late into the night with drinks 
kindly sponsored by Sylvan.

6. Administration

This is the 5th year of the R3.54 Spawn Levy which will allow for 
a greater marketing reach. No increases are anticipated for the 2018 
– 2019 financial year.

Michele Rossouw has resigned from performing the bookkeeping 
function for SAMFA. She has been replaced by Elmien Pretorius, 
who is familiar to many members as she works at Sylvan. The Com-
mittee thanks Elmien for her work that often goes unnoticed. 

7. Denny Resignation from SAMFA

Ross Richardson has had various discussions with the outgoing 
CEO Craig Henry and the new CEO of Denny Mushrooms, Ryan 
Cotterrel as to re-joining SAMFA. There has not been a positive 
response as yet. Further meetings will be scheduled going into the 
future to check their positions.

8. Conclusion

Lastly, I would like to thank the committee members for their work 
and have no doubt the members appreciate the effort made. Main-
taining a body that represents the industry as well as spreading the 
marketing load amongst all farms is one of the major principals in 
ensuring that a growing industry occurs. We look forward to anoth-
er year of ensuring that the market grows and remains sustainable 
to all mushroom farmers.

willems netherlands
24 Phase3 growing rooms of 1480 m2

Not all projects are turnkey projects.

You can of course approach the group for smaller jobs as well.

With the advantage that you can still take the expertise of the whole Group.

Christiaens Group Horst
Dhr. P. Christiaens en Dhr. H. Vousten
Herenbosweg 6
5962 NX Horst
Tel. (077) 398 18 89
Fax (077) 398 33 69

Groen: PMS 363

Groen: PMS 3415
Groen: PMS 363
Geel



Christiaens b.v. Horst

Engineering and Construction
-Agro Industries - Composting

Witveldweg 104-106-108  •  5961 ND  Horst - The Netherlands  •  tel. +31 (0)77 399 95 00  •  info@christiaensgroup.com  •  www.christiaensgroup.com

phase 1  &  phase 2/3  &  growing

t h e  p o w e r  o f  c o m b i n e d  e x p e r i e n c e

pilzhof - germany
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Dry Bubble Disease
Dry bubble disease may cause a lot of problems because the spores 
spread quickly. It’s essential to identify and remove the first affected 
mushrooms to prevent an outbreak of the disease throughout your 
entire nursery. So how do you remove the first infected mushrooms?

Dry bubble disease is spread by spores. 
The sporesare sticky and are spread by 
any carrier to which they may adhere, 
such as people, flies, dust, water, etc.

The best way of preventing the spread of spores is by covering an 
infected mushroom and removing it. Wet a tissue with a disinfect-

ant such as alcohol or methylated spir-
its. The spores will stick to a wet tissue. 
Carefully and slowly place the wet tissue 
over the infected mushroom without 
causing any turbulence, which would 
make the spores fly away. When you 
have covered the mushroom with the 
tissue, cover your hand with a plastic 
bag and pick up the mushroom along 
with a good amount of the surrounding 
casing soil. Turn the bag containing the 
infected mushroom and the casing soil 
inside out and seal it. Leavethe bag con-
taining the infected mushroom in the 
growing roomand dispose of it after 
you have steamed the growing room. 

There are other methods you could use, 
for example with a plastic bottle. Cut 
off the bottle’s base, place the bottle 
over the infected mushroom and fill it 
with salt. 

Whichever method you use, make sure 
you don’t spread the spores. A single 
drop of water on an infected mushroom 
would spread billions of sporesover a 
distance of more than one metre from 
the mushroom.A few days later you 
would then see lots of mushrooms 
showing the first signs of dry bubble 
disease around that first mushroom.

Regularly check the area from which 
you have removed the infected mush-
room during the next few days to see 
whether the disease reappears.

More information on how to control 
dry bubble disease can be found on 
pages 114-116 of the Mushroom Signals 
book. 

Mark den Ouden 

The next Master class Mushroom composting 
and growing is 21 – 26 October, there are still 
seat available, more information about the 
course, click on this link.  The first Master 
class in 2020 is 9 – 14 March.
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Siyoum, N and Korsten, L

University of Pretoria, Department of Plant and Soil Sciences and Department 
of Science & Technolog y / National Research Foundation, Centre of Excel-
lence Food Security, Pretoria, South Africa.

The University of Pretoria mushroom research group recently at-
tended two major events displaying 
mushroom production for con-
sumption. 

1. Mushroom exhibition at 
the 2019 Living Planet Con-
ference 
The living Planet Conference (LPC) 
was hosted by World Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF) South Africa on the 
25th of July 2019 at the Maslow Time 
Square, Pretoria. The theme of the 
conference was “NOURISH THE 
NATION”. The theme entailed a 
holistic approach to solve the three 
main challenges in the food systems 
as described by WWF. The challeng-
es included undernutrition, over-nu-
trition and the food production im-
pact on the environment.  

The University of Pretoria’s Cen-
tre of Excellence in Food Securi-
ty research team, lead by Prof Lise 
Korsten was invited to present two 
exhibits, 1) on ‘food waste’ and 2) 
on ‘seed to plate’ using tomato to 
illustrate the food system at the 
conference. The mushroom pro-
duction system was selected to il-
lustrate mushroom production and 
efficient utilization of agricultur-
al wastes such as wheat straw and 
chicken manure to produce a valu-
able food material that can poten-
tially contribute to food security. 
Mushroom is a nutritious food that 
has medicinal value and can be used 
as a meat replacement for a healthy 
diet, therefore being valuable in 
solving the first two challenges in 
the food systems. Moreover, it was 
demonstrated that at the completion 

Marketing Mushrooms 
for Health:   Two major 
events in Gauteng Province

of mushroom production, the sub-
strate is suitable for gardening and 
is used as soil fertilizer – a positive 
impact on the environment. The 
display was very attractive and was 
frequented by conference attendees 
waiting to know more about healthy 
mushrooms as food source. 

In conclusion, mushroom produc-
tion has a great potential to address 
the country’s developmental agen-
da and several of the sustainable 
development goals (SDGs), includ-
ing SDG1 ‘No Poverty’ and SDG2 
‘Zero Hunger’ both directly and in-
directly.  

Acknowledgement

Special thanks to Chanmar Mush-
rooms for kindly providing us with 
mushrooms and compost for the 
exhibition. Thanks to Dr Martmari 
van Greuning from Sylvan Afri-
ca for offering mushroom spawn 
for the display. Also thanks to Ms 
Thabang Msimango and Ms Zama 
Zulu for helping out with prepara-
tions of the display materials.

2. UP Interactive Career 
Event: AgriCareerConnect 
where industry meets fresh 
minds

Thursday 5 September, the Plant 
Pathology group hosted a display in-
cluding mushroom production and 
disease detection at the Career Fair 
at Future Africa, University of Pre-
toria. The display was popular and 
attracted attention from under and 
postgraduate students and industry.

Figure 1. Mushroom display: An Efficient Utilization of Waste 
in Food Production for Food Security, at the Living Planet 
Conference hosted by World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) 
South Africa on the 25th of July 2019 at the Maslow Time 
Square, Pretoria. (Ms Kololwetu Cetyiwe, Prof Lise Korsten, 
Dr Nazareth Siyoum – left to right)

Figure 2. Mushroom display along with other produce for 
food security at Future Africa on the event of the University of 
Pretoria’s Career Fair

Prof Lise Korsten (right) and Dr Nazareth Siyoum at Future Africa 
on the event of the University of Pretoria’s Career Fair



Green Mould in 
Mushroom Compost
A joint research project carried out by AFBI in collaboration with Teagasc 
tackles the problem of green mould in mushroom compost.

Mairéad Kilpatrick
Senior Research Officer, 
Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute, 
Sustainable Agri-Food Sciences Division, 
Loughgall, Co Armagh, BT618JB, 
Northern Ireland

Helen Grogan
Senior Research Officer, 
Horticulture Development Department, 
Teagasc Food Research Centre, 
Ashtown, Dublin 15

Correspondence: helen.grogan@teagasc.ie

Trichoderma aggressivum, or mushroom compost green mould, was 
first reported in Ireland in the late 1980s during a period of rapid 
expansion of Phase 2 compost production and the bag cultivation 
system. In the mid-1990s, a separate outbreak occurred in Canada, 
caused by a similar but different strain of T. aggressivum, again asso-
ciated with rapid industry development. Bulk Phase 3 (fully spawn-
run) compost, at the time, appeared to be unaffected and it wasn’t 
until the late 1990s and early 2000s that T. aggressivum was reported 
among growers using Bulk Phase 3 compost. Initially, there was 
confusion about where the green mould was coming from. The 
compost ‘looked’ healthy and well colonised with Agaricus myce-
lium, but growers getting different batches from the same tunnel 
were reporting different levels of infection ranging from none to 
total crop wipe-outs. Importantly, research from the EU-funded 
project ‘MushTV’ has now identified how this compost mould be-
haves within the Bulk Phase 3 system.

Inoculation studies in bulk tunnels
Three sets of inoculation studies were carried out whereby T. aggres-
sivum was artificially introduced into the back of small-scale Bulk 
Phase 3 tunnels (2m x 1m x 2.5m), at the Agri-Food and Bioscienc-
es Institute (AFBI) Experimental Mushroom Facilities, Loughgall, 
Northern Ireland.

 y The first trial tracked the growth of the Trichoderma from the 
point source of infection through four vertical and three hori-
zontal planes (12 distinct sub-sections).

 y The second trial quantified Trichoderma growth when compost 
was removed from the tunnel in four equal ‘slices’ from the 
front to the back of the tunnel (each section individually well 
mixed).

 y The third trial recorded productivity following standard com-
mercial ‘bulk handling’ practice for emptying Phase 3 compost; 
i.e., removing the compost vertically from front-to-back of the 
tunnel onto a compost conveyor that, in turn, layers it horizon-
tally into a transport container, subsequently emptying it verti-
cally again from the transport container onto the shelves in the 
growing unit (Figure 1).

Trichoderma growth in tunnels
The results from the first trial indicated that the Trichoderma was not 
clearly visible in the compost at emptying, supporting reports from 
the industry that the compost ‘looked healthy’ and free of green 
mould. However, when the compost was cropped, it was evident 

‘Bulk handling’ involves several levels of mixing, which results 
in the contents of the tunnel being thoroughly combined and 
homogenised, thereby minimising potential variations in 
compost performance.

Figure 1. Bulk handling of Phase 3 compost at tunnel emptying.
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Figure 2. Effect of green mould on mushroom production. 

that Trichoderma growth in 
the back sub-sections, close 
to the point of infection, 
negatively impacted yield 
with 24%, 42% and 100% 
yield loss through top, mid-
dle and bottom sub-sec-
tions, respectively, while 
compost from further away 
yielded normally (Figure 2). 
The overall average tunnel 
yield loss was approximate-
ly 12%. Similarly, when the 
tunnel was emptied in four 
equal ‘slices’ and the com-
post cropped, yields from 
the front three sections 
were normal, while yield 
from the back (now fully 
mixed section), where the 
Trichoderma infection had 
been added, was effectively 
reduced to zero (resulting 
in a tunnel average of 25% 

crop loss). In contrast, when the compost was emptied, following 
the commercial practice of bulk handling, it again ‘looked healthy’, 
however, the productivity for the entire tunnel was dramatically re-
duced (approximately 85% to 90% crop loss). Thus, the bulk-han-
dling operations are a key factor in exacerbating the impact of a 
localised infection inside the tunnel.

Contaminated equipment spreads infection
At the specific behest of industry, two final trials, as outlined below, 
were conducted to ascertain the impact of using contaminated emp-
tying equipment on tunnels of compost with no green mould infec-
tion present. In these trials, three tunnels of compost were consec-
utively filled: the first inoculated at the front of the tunnel with T. 
aggressivum and the remaining two tunnels conventionally filled with 
no Trichoderma added.

The contaminated tunnel (T1) was emptied vertical-section-by-ver-
tical-section (four in total) using the compost conveyor and trailer 
as before; and, when cropped, each ‘slice’ of compost yielded poorly 
due to T. aggressivum (70% to 90% yield loss). Thus the contaminated 
equipment that handled the infected compost at the front of the 
tunnel had contaminated the remainder of the tunnel, leading to 
poor yields from each section of compost (Figure 3). The contami-
nated emptying equipment was then used to empty a second tunnel 
(T2), again section-by-section (four in total) and, in this instance, 
there was a lesser but significant reduction in yield of approximately 
30% of the control. At this point, the emptying hall was cleaned 
and disinfected to remove any T. aggressivum contamination pres-
ent, but the emptying and transport equipment were first removed 
from the building and left uncleaned. The following day, the third 
tunnel (T3) was opened and the first section of compost was manu-
ally emptied (with clean equipment) and this cropped well (approxi-
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mately 0% yield loss) with no green mould detected. The remaining 
three sections of compost were then removed using the uncleaned 
contaminated equipment from the day before and, once again, the 
contaminated equipment transferred T. aggressivum to the compost, 
with yields reduced considerably to between 30% to 85% of the 
control; the three final sections averaging over 50% yield loss.

Conclusion
This series of trials has clearly demonstrated that 
T. aggressivum growth in a bulk incubation tunnel 
remains quite close to the point of infection, just to 
within about a 0.5 - 1m radius. However, once that 
infected compost is mixed, bulk handled and trans-
ported, it very effectively contaminates healthy 
spawn-run compost, causing significant crop re-
duction during the cropping period. Uncleaned 
contaminated equipment was also shown to be 
very effective at spreading the disease into other-
wise healthy compost, negatively impacting yields. 
Best practice guidelines have been transferred to 
industry in a technical factsheet.

Acknowledgement Caoimhe Fleming-Archibald (Teagasc) 
and David Burns, Stephen Sturgeon and Paula McPoland (AFBI) 
also contributed to this work. This project was funded by the Eu-
ropean Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7-SME-2011) 
grant agreement number 286836 (MushTV). The positions ex-
pressed reflect the authors’ views.

Figure 3. Yield per ‘slice’ of Phase 3 compost from three tunnels.



Important Dates on the 
Mushroom Calendar
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2019
THE 10TH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON 
EDIBLE MYCORRHIZAL MUSHROOMS (IWEMM10)
Suwa City, Nagano, Japan
iwemm10-nagano.com

21 - 25 October 2019

10

2019 21 – 26 October 2019

MASTER CLASS:  
MUSHROOM COMPOSTING AND GROWING
Mushroom Office, Horst, The Netherlands
info@mushroomoffice.com / www.mushroomoffice.com

2021
THE 20th INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR 
MUSHROOM SCIENCE (ISMS) CONGRESS

28 May - 2 June 2021

26th NORTH AMERICAN 
MUSHROOM CONFERENCE (NAMC)

Marriott Parq hotel, Vancouver, Canada

2021 30 May - 3 June 2021

SHORT COURSE: MUSHROOM COMPOSTING
Delphy Mushrooms, Horst, The Netherlands
delphy.nl/en/training/short-course-mushroom-composting

2019 21 - 25 October 2019

2019
10TH MEETING OF ASIA FOR 
MUSHROOM SCIENCE (MAMS10)
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, Malacca, Malaysia
msbm2010.wixsite.com/mams10
MAMS10malaysia@gmail.com

04 - 06 November 2019

SHORT COURSE: 
GROWING EDIBLE MUSHROOMS
Delphy Mushrooms, Horst, The Netherlands
delphy.nl/news/short-course-growing-edible-mushrooms-5-
to-8-november-2019/

2019 05 - 08 November 2019

2019
13TH CHINESE MUSHROOM DAYS
Zhangzhou, China
mushroomdays@hotmail.com

21 - 25 October 2019

CULTIVATING EXCELLENCE

    

DES-O-GERM™

SP VEG
Your complete sanitiser  
for mushroom farming.

A broad spectrum 
Bactericide, Fungicide,  

and Virucide.
Environmentally friendly,  
non-toxic to humans and  
animals, biodegradable  

and non-corrosive.

SYLVAN AFRICA
t: +27 (0)12 665 2210

www.sylvaninc.com
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MakeEveryDayGourmet
with the magic of mushrooms
by Riana Greenblo,  Riana Greenblo Communications

The Objective
This two-fold objective of this national SAMFA initiative was to 
improve awareness of the fabulous GOURMET benefits of mush-
rooms and to increase mushroom sales for all participating SAMFA 
members.

The Campaign Creative
The BIG idea was to illustrate how everyday can be made gourmet through 
the addition of mushrooms. This contrast of gourmet vs everyday was 
achieved by emphasizing how bland everyday food can be by wash-
ing out the appeal of the ‘before’ dish and juxtaposing it with the 
bright colourful tones in the gourmet mushroom meal portion. 

The Sales Mechanism
An exciting cash offer through an on-punnet sticker to stand a 
chance to win a share of R20 000 in cash. The details on how to 
participate and stand a chance to win were on the back of stickers 
to drive sales. Potential participants had to purchase a punnet for 
the entry details.

The Results
With a substantial budget to support the campaign, the results were 
spectacular on the two SAMFA social media platforms (Facebook 
and Instagram) as well as on YouTube.  The slides in the right hand 
column tell the story.
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How did you get into Mushrooms?
I got into mushrooms totally by chance. My brother 
saw an opportunity for a farm in Limpopo and 
started doing some market research on mushrooms. 
We saw a gap and that’s mostly the reason for 
starting a farm.

How many years have you been in 
Mushrooms? 
December 2019 it will be three years.

What is most difficult task you have had 
to undertake while in Mushrooms? 
Making a good compost and trying to keep the farm 
disease free. 
Currently marketing is a big challenge.

What is your greatest strength/talent?  
To surround myself with good and capable people.

What is your favourite pastime? 
Watching rugby, braai and to playing golf.

If you could change one personality/
character trait you have, what would it be? 
To have a bit of more patience.

As a student, what did you want to do or 
be after your schooling? 
I studied law at Tuks but started farming straight 
after University. I wanted to be a farmer all my life.

What was the most significant event in 
your whole career so far? 
I would say learning the responsibilities of farming 
the hard way.

What do you feel is your greatest 
achievement in life? 
Certainly my wife and my three kids.

If budget was unlimited what car would 
you drive? 
A Land Cruiser.

Who has had the greatest influence in 
your life and why?
My father. He taught me the value of hard work.

What is the craziest thing you have ever 
done?
Marrying my wife.

What are you addicted to? 
Rugby, golf, hunting … and my craz y wife.

Do you have a nickname and if so what 
is it and why? 
My Superbru nickname is Deadshot …

What is your favourite movie?
Braveheart.

20 Questions with Roelof Minnaar,
General Manager, Minlo Mushrooms

What cheers you up? 
A braai with family and friends, playing golf and 
hunting.

If you could be or were to describe your-
self as an animal, what animal would it 
be and why? 
Lion …why …obviously …king.

What is your greatest fear?
Being a lion, nothing! … only joking, it must be 
failure to succeed in life.

What is your favourite meal? 
Lamb chops and “braaibroodjies” … and a mush-
room.

What is the best life advice you have 
been given? 
Work hard, always give your best and don’t worry 
about the rest.

The Spawn R
un
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